FEATURES LIST 2023
Welcome to the Southern Asian Wireless Communications
magazine 2023 features list, which includes a detailed outline of
magazine and website contributions we’re seeking for the year
ahead.
The magazine contains news and analytical features, case studies,
products, and opinion pieces from some of the most influential people in the region. We’ve established popular columns with comment and
opinion from industry experts, who contribute in-depth features to expand on a subject, technology, or strategy.
The features list includes topics we are seeking contributions for throughout 2023, however, it remains subject to change as we react to
events across the continent. All content is used at the editor’s discretion and carries no charge because relevant, focused, independent and
informed content is the key to a strong and active readership. Any content that doesn’t make the final cut of the magazine will be considered
for our website - asianwirelesscomms.com
Please bear in mind our readership should you wish to pitch ideas or partner with us. Each reader either influences, specifies, or purchases
wireless communications equipment, services, and infrastructure – including associated consultancy, systems integration, as well as test,
measurement, and maintenance equipment.
Below are the regular issues columns and comments – contact us if you’d like to get involved with any of these.

News & Analysis

Wireless Business

Wireless Solutions

Wireless Users

Industry View

A close look at what’s
going on in the north,
east, west and central
parts of the continent

Financial reports, deals,
who’s hiring and who’s
firing

New products and
services available to
wireless users

Case studies highlighting
customer and sector
success stories across
the continent

Comment from an
industry luminary on
the issues impacting
wireless comms

Talking Satellite

On the Network

Q&A

View from the Top

Talking Critical

GVF tells us what’s hot
in satellite as each issue
goes to press

A more technical
analysis of what’s going
on in the sector

A soft feature with
a C-level industry
luminary, in which they
talk about their life

An opinion/thought
leadership piece penned
by senior managers, in
which they offer strategic
commentary.

Opinion from the critical
comms arena

In addition to the above, we also have the Southern Asian Wireless Communications e-newsletter, which combines the best content from
each magazine and the website. Even if your content doesn’t make the magazines, we are keen to populate our website with news and
comment on the topics below and are open to any ideas you may have.
We look forward to working with you again this year and hope that 2023 brings us all good fortune!

Q1 2023
FEATURE I

Critical communications: what’s
the answer when disaster strikes?

FEATURE II

CASE STUDIES

FEATURE II

CASE STUDIES

How close is southern Asia to
regionwide broadband availability

Satellite connectivity for island
nations

Q2 2023
FEATURE I

Developments in eSIM technology:
what’s new for MNOs?

How is the space domain
connecting southern Asia?

Enhancing healthcare provisions
with wireless technologies

Q3 2023
FEATURE I

5G - the ultimate answer for island
nations?

FEATURE II

CASE STUDIES

FEATURE II

CASE STUDIES

Striving for tower efficiencies

Mobile connectivity on and under
the sea

Q4 2023
FEATURE I

Does VAS enable the MNO to
capitalise on the leisure market?

Smart cities - what role will
operators have to play?

Improving access to education
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Important note for contributors:
All features and publication dates are subject to change, cancellation or alteration without notice. Kadium Limited welcomes editorial contributions but cannot be held liable for any losses or
damage caused by the non-publication of material. All articles for publication are accepted in good faith and authors must be able to verify that such submissions are previously unpublished
and represent their own original work which is not subject to local or worldwide copyright or legal restrictions. In addition, Kadium Limited retains the ownership of all articles ghost-written by
the editorial team. All articles for publication are subject to editing and alteration as per the needs of the publisher. Upon publication, ownership and all worldwide rights of commissioned
features transfer to Kadium Limited and cannot be reproduced in any print or electronic format, or stored in an archive retrieval system, without prior written consent. © 2023 Kadium Ltd.

